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TEASER

EXT. NIGHT CITY

Open on a peaceful, bustling, sexualized futuristic city and 
fly through the phallic buildings, over the Ron J. Nudist 
Park, coming upon the “Marlin Bar and Lodge”.

INT. MARLIN BAR AND LODGE

Inside the building, where moaning is the normal ambient 
noise and the patrons practice PDA brazenly. TRIPLE EX, three 
superwomen are at the bar top; SWALLOW happily converses with 
RICHARD, DEEDEE sits eyeing the bartender, and CHERRY stands 
with her back against the bar watching a game of pool. The 
camera stops on BECKY, who is leaning over the pool table, 
lining up a shot. A BURLY MAN approaches her from behind, 
grabs her ass, sticking his finger in her crack.

BURLY MAN
Hey there, you aren’t half bad 
lookin’, how bout you give me your 
number?

Becky stiffens, quickly turns, slamming the pool stick in his 
balls and pushing him hard. He falls spinning around and 
lands face first in a woman’s crotch. He is temporarily happy 
with himself until he looks up to see Cherry and abruptly 
looks petrified as Cherry stares down at him looking a little 
evil and smiling impishly. Cherry queefs, her skirt flies up 
and the blast knocks Burly Man 20 feet away where he lands 
unconscious. Two similar looking men run up drunk and angry.

DRUNK BROTHER
What's your problem you uppity 
bitch! My brother didn't do nothin' 
wrong!

CHERRY
My problem is, your mom got a 
creampie when it shoulda gone up 
her asshole.

One of the drunk brothers grabs a nearby stool and throws it 
with force at Cherry but his aim is way off and it soars 
toward Richard. Swallow intervenes, standing between the 
flying stool and her man, she opens her mouth and sucks the 
thing down as it disappears into a wormhole inside of her. 

DEEDEE
Ha! You ate his stool.



Swallow rolls her eyes at the giggling DeeDee when a bar 
stool flies in, smashing into DeeDee’s head. Unruffled and 
still giggling, DeeDee stands to face her attackers, breasts 
growing larger when suddenly a large visible energy wave 
rolls through the bar, passing through everyone but hitting 
the superwomen. The wave is deflected by their vaginas with a 
glow that grows brighter in reaction.

FLASH FADE
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ACT ONE

INT. MARLIN BAR

The glowing vaginas fade as the wave passes through.

DEEDEE
What was that? ... It felt cold and 
empty.

The other women in the bar, fall to the ground wailing. 
Confusion and chaos spread, as the superwomen stand 
dumbfounded in the midst of it. Cherry runs over to Becky and 
tries to hold her focus.

CHERRY
Becky! What’s going on? Do you need 
an ambulance?

BECKY
Help! I can’t feel my vagina! 

Burly Man’s brothers just stand and laugh uncomfortably

DRUNK BROTHER
What is wrong with these idiots?

A few men stand unaffected with the established assholes who 
seem confused by what is happening and unhelpful. The 
remaining men, the bartender and Richard are screaming in 
agony, clutching their heads. Swallow is next to Richard, 
helplessly looking him up and down.

SWALLOW
Richard, what’s happened?! 
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Richard and the other screaming men stop suddenly, they all 
slowly and mindlessly begin exiting the bar. Swallow runs to 
Richard and grabs his arm, turning him.

SWALLOW (CONT’D)
Where are you going?

RICHARD
Bros before hoes, yo... ho.

Richard continues walking, now ignoring Swallow like she 
isn’t there. RUSSEL the bartender passes by in a daze as 
well, muttering something about brohams. Swallow turns to see 
DeeDee who had followed Russel, looking just as confused. 
Something on fire smashes through the bar window getting 
their attention.

EXT. NIGHT CITY STREETS

Triple Ex runs outside to see the city is now in apocalypse 
mode. Vehicles are on fire smashing into people, as swarms of 
broed out men walk forward toward an unknown goal. Women are 
running around frantically, while the men who aren’t part of 
the herd, hump everything in sight. The city’s emergency 
alert sirens initiate and all of the public televisions begin 
playing an announcement on repeat along with soft core porn.

FEMALE VO
Please remain calm, your sexual 
urges will subside, enjoy this free 
viewing to assist with self 
gratification.

The announcement continues repeating in the background as 
civilization collapses around the superwomen. Swallow’s phone 
goes off, she takes it out of her pocket and reads the text.

SWALLOW
They’ve frozen our accounts and 
deactivated our vibrators until the 
issue is solved.

DEEDEE
Not Black Mamba! That’s so unfair!

Swallow jumps from the ground launching herself into the air, 
flying around searching for Richard in the mindless horde.

CHERRY
So my entire evening has been 
“fucked off”?! This is bullshit.
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Cherry and DeeDee see Swallow land a couple of blocks away. 
They catch up to her and she is watching Richard, making sure 
to keep distance between them and the herd.

DEEDEE
What are we doing? 

SWALLOW
I’m keeping an eye on him while we 
figure out what’s happening.

The girls continue following the drove as a penis blimp 
hovers into view above the city with a giant screen on it, 
continuing the alert system. The announcement is abruptly 
changed to a close up of a huge nose, nostrils flaring. A man 
backs away from the camera and is wearing a colorful hat, a 
shirt with a large pointy collar and too much eyeliner. 

DREWSHBAG
City of Poundsville! I know nobody 
is getting laid right now, because 
women have forgotten their place. I 
have taken over the city’s pussies 
and all of the women’s vaginas, 
until you all learn who’s in 
charge!... Especially YOU SHEILA!

CHERRY
What the fuck is this shit?

We see Drewshbag on a nearby screen yelling and waving around 
a remote that reads “XXXRAY” on the label.

I/E. FULL SCREEN OF TELEVISION

Drewshbag runs his hand through his chops, and sighs.

DREWSHBAG
This... is about helping my fellow 
men. I have everything you need to 
score RIGHT HERE! Pheromones, yak 
loin, bull milk AND I’ll be airing 
my methods as a public service. I’m 
sure you will “pick-up” in no time! 

Drewshbag winks before getting close to the camera again.

DREWSHBAG (CONT’D)
I might stop the clitorference if I 
get enough tail! Just follow the 
bros to my crib! Fair warning, You 
can’t fight this new order, so I 
suggest lying back and taking it.
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ACT TWO

EXT. NIGHT CITY

Triple Ex is walking through the city, still following 
Richard while watching Drewshbag on the screens.

SWALLOW
You two keep an eye on Richard, 
I’ll go up, see where this is 
going.

Swallow takes to the air.

EXT. ABOVE CITY

The camera follows Swallow as she flies ahead, the horde of 
bros visible below. The trail leads to a large phallic clock 
tower, atop of which sits an inverted dish that is giving off 
a visible energy signal. There are a great number of bros 
gathered around the lair already, packing themselves in 
tight, blocking any way in. Swallow looks at the device 
angrily, flying toward it fast, ready to take it down, when 
she smashes into a force field like a bug hitting a zapper. 
She falls to the ground into the cock blockade.

I/E INSIDE COCK BLOCKADE

Swallow hits the ground with a hard thud that knocks the 
blockade back, she comes to quickly and sees a door nearby. 
She goes for it but the horde is on her too fast, grabbing at 
her and unintelligibly yelling about bros and chicks not 
being allowed, she jumps from the ground escaping them.

EXT. CITY STREET.

Swallow finds DeeDee and Cherry stopped, sitting atop a 
dumpster, pounding coming from the inside.

SWALLOW
What are you doing?

DEEDEE
The zombros were getting too dense, 
we were going to lose Richard so I 
tossed him in here... gently.

SWALLOW
Zombros?
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DEEDEE
Yeah, the zombified boyfriends who 
seem to be all about the bros now.

She gestures to some of the stricken women searching through 
the zombros. There are a few men nearby laughing at the scene 
and Swallow points to them.

SWALLOW
What about them?

CHERRY
Seems misogynistic assholes were 
unaffected.

SWALLOW
I see. Well, the zombros are being 
drawn to a protected device nearby. 
I found a way in but they have 
formed a cock blockade around it 
and the clitorference. We need a 
way through without killing anyone.

Richard bangs loudly. 

SWALLOW (CONT’D)
Is he safe in there?

DEEDEE
Safe enough.

DeeDee crunches the lid down with her super strength locking 
Richard in securely. Cherry notices a large group down the 
street, she jumps off the dumpster and runs toward it, the 
other two superwomen following suit.

CUT TO THE GROUP AHEAD.

The girls see there is a woman in the middle of this crowd, 
using her giant purse like a flail, keeping the men at bay.

WOMAN ONE
Stay back! I’m on the rag!

MAN ONE
You ain’t bleedin’ out of your ass.

MAN TWO
Not yet!

DEEDEE
Hey! You smelly dickheads leave 
that woman alone!
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MAN TWO
Hey! You ugly bitches mind your own 
damn business!

MAN THREE
She wants it, she’s afraid people 
will think she’s a dirty slut.  

SWALLOW
What makes you think this is okay?

He points to the nearest television screen in a way that 
insinuates she is an idiot.

DREWSHBAG
(on screens)

You will soon realize how much 
bigger your dick looks in the hand 
of a woman who feels small about 
herself...

Cherry sighs and shoots every screen in sight with her arm, 
the men disperse and the woman runs away from the girls.

CHERRY
You’re welcome.

SWALLOW
Those smelly dickheads gave me an 
idea.

EXT. NIGHT, NEAR BLOCKADE

Camera pans over a close-up of half of a block of Parmesan 
cheese next to a grater and too many empty bottles of “Sax 
Body Spray”. The camera pulls out to the girls, waves of 
stink are coming off of them and they are dressed in 
douchebag drag complete with fake facial hair.

DEEDEE
Do you really think we’ll get 
through?

SWALLOW
We should

CHERRY
I saw this in a movie once, what 
could go wrong?

The girls begin to walk and the camera lowers to show an 
empty can of spray rolling to a stop and revealing a label. 
“Sax, new and improved formula lasts 15 whole minutes!*”
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EXT. NIGHT BLOCKADE EDGE

The girls hesitantly move forward and into the bros 
unnoticed. Close-up of the girls in the crowd, sweating and 
trying to avoid eye contact. They whisper to each other.

CHERRY
Looks like we can “slip” right in. 

She and swallow giggle

DEEDEE
Right! We’ll be there in no time.

Cherry and Swallow give each other a look and laugh quietly. 
DeeDee is not noticing them but does notice the zombros are 
getting close and a little aggressive, moving about like they 
can kind of sense the women. Swallow sniffs herself and 
scoffs.

SWALLOW
It has NOT been 15 minutes! We need 
to move back, we need a new plan.

She says this but at this point it is too late, they are too 
far in. The zombros have closed in and the girls will soon be 
buried, Cherry raises her arm weapon. 

SWALLOW (CONT’D)
Wait, no killing! Dam it, DeeDee!!

DeeDee reshapes her tits into giant pikes that gently wedge 
through the zombros, they form into two large walls and she 
spreads them, pushing the zombros aside so the other two 
girls have a clear shot to the door. Cherry and Swallow start 
running for it when the zombros start climbing and pouring 
over the walls. Swallow dodges them, flying into the air then 
swooping down to save Cherry. Swallow and Cherry fly over the 
opening. Cherry grabs her legs and pulls them to her chest, 
and crop dusts the zombros below with super queefs.

CHERRY
Queef, queef, I love to queef!

The queef bombs knock them to the ground long enough for the 
two to land in front of the door. Cherry kicks it open while 
Swallow grabs an extended “hand” from the boob dam, braces 
herself, holding on tight while DeeDee rubber band snaps 
herself to them. She smacks into the two girls and all three 
tumble into a stairwell, and the door slams shut behind them.
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ACT THREE

INT. CLOCK TOWER 

The girls burst through the doors and Drewshbag is in the 
middle of the room, throwing his hands up in relief.

DREWSHBAG
It’s about damned time some bitches 
gave into my demands.

The girls pause stunned as he starts taking his pants off, 
the XXXRay remote falling out of a pocket onto the floor.

DREWSHBAG (CONT’D)
I mean, none of you are my FIRST 
choice, but the little dike in the 
skirt will do, if she’ll turn 
around and bend over. Now... who 
would like a refreshing Mountain 
Drew? Pay homage to my Drewid?

CHERRY
We aren't here to fuck you 
Drewshbag, now just give up and 
come with...

DREWSHBAG
Ha! “Drewshbag”, clever. And why 
not? I’ll just tell everyone you 
did anyway.

Swallow quickly flies and lands in front of him.

DREWSHBAG (CONT’D)
You should smile more.

SWALLOW
You should talk less

Swallow looks down on him and opens her mouth extra wide, the 
wormhole in her is fully visible and everything is sucked in 
while Drewshbag struggles to run, vying for self preservation 
he goes from cocky to helpless.

DREWSHBAG
You don’t understand! You have the 
wrong guy!

CHERRY
Are you stupid?
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DREWSHBAG
Yes! Think about it! Do you think I 
did this all on my own? I dropped 
out of community college!

Swallow closes her mouth, and Drewshbag slams his head onto 
the floor, falling from his attempted acceleration when the 
pulling force suddenly disappears. Swallow walks toward him 
as he scurries to a hatch attempting to escape.

DREWSHBAG (CONT’D)
I was just following orders!

SWALLOW
Who is behind this?!

He is at the hatch and presses his back against the wall with 
his hands behind him, fumbling with the latch.

SWALLOW (CONT’D)
Who are you working for!?

DREWSHBAG
I’ll tell you who, just show mercy! 

Swallow stops.

DREWSHBAG (CONT’D)
And maybe a little nipple!

As he opens the hatch DeeDee gives him what he wants and 
smacks him in the face with her nipple from across the room. 
His head smacks against the wall and he falls down the tube 
unconscious as Cherry sprints for him. When she reaches the 
hatch he is in the tube, so she hovers in the opening, 
struggles a bit, and then BOOM, we hear Cherry drop a queef 
bomb down the tube. DeeDee picks up the remote and 
deactivates the device.

EXT. DAY WIDE SHOT OF CITY

We see Drewshbag flying through the air over the city, as the 
device stops pulsing energy. The cock blockade begins to 
disperse, the men looking confused. Sunshine and rainbows 
pour over Poundsville and the sounds of everyone finally 
getting to bone again grow loud. The camera moves through the 
happy city, landing on a hill. A majestic unicorn runs up and 
stops to rear grandly on the peak, when another one comes 
from behind and starts fucking it with its arching rainbow 
unicorn dick and the people of Poundsville climax together in 
response. Factories start running again and the city bustles 
with it’s own unique vitality.
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INT. MARLIN BAR

The superwomen are back exactly where they started, Richard 
and Swallow look happy again, Cherry downs a shot and heads 
toward the jukebox and DeeDee reaches in her purse to check 
on Black Mamba, relieved. The camera slowly moves to the bar 
screen as a man is having a stroke on live television.

ALEX JONES
(on bar television)

It was a conspiracy, enacted by the 
women! These G-Spots never existed 
in the first place and the 
“clitoris” sounds completely made 
up! 

The TV is riddled with Cherry’s bullets from off screen and 
the picture goes black.

EXT. NIGHT - DARK ALLEY, CITY

Hard cut to Drewshbag, standing with a shadowy figure THE 
DICKMATIST and in the middle of a discussion.

THE DICKMATIST
I had high hopes the ray would 
affect them too... how did you get 
away? You should be bird food.

DREWSHBAG
Oh, once I got Swallow to get on 
her knees the other two just, sort 
of... followed suit, you know? 

THE DICKMATIST
You’re an idiot. It’s what I liked 
about you, but the girls are mine 
and you aren’t worth keeping 
around... “Drewshbag”.

DREWSHBAG
How the... Look BETA, I’ll take...

While Drewshbag speaks, The Dickmatist quickly moves his hand 
out of view to his crotch. A bronze scrotum slams onto 
Drewshbag’s head between his brows, his sentence interrupted 
by the lobotomization as he bleeds out of his eye. 

THE DICKMATIST
You like my nut-chuck? I told you. 
The girls are mine.

THE END
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